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We discuss a summability mechanism which preserves norQinear pertur-
bative conditions such as unitarity of the Feynman series. This condition,
which relates a function f(z) and a series Pa„z" by the requirement
1Y
[f(z) —P ~z"(=AY"(N+i). (z[""',
n= P
is applicable to certain divergent series.
It has been known for some time that the per-
turbation series in super-renormalizable self-
coupled boson field theories diverge, ' and there
have been a variety of mechanisms proposed
which suggest the divergence of Feynman series
in theories with fermions. "While it has cer-
tainly not been proven that fantastic cancelations
do not occur in renormalizable but nonsuper-re-
normalizable series, 4 it seems unlikely that per-
turbation theory converges in any Lagrangian
field theory. On the other hand, much hard work
has been done on proving properties of the Feyn-
man perturbation series order by order. The
most interesting properties are the nonlinear
ones that do not hoM exactly if the series is trun-
cated to any fixed finite order, but only hold in
the sense of formal power series. Among these
are formal unitarity of the $ matrix' and Ward
identities, both nonanomalous and anomalous. '
It is our goal in this note to describe a mechanism
which could make perturbative equations exact in
an actual theory. We will use unitarity as an il-
lustrative example —the same mechanism could
operate in other cases. '
To put this mechanism in perspective, let us
first discuss some simple summability techniques.
In recent years, several techniques for summing
divergent series have been proposed as computa-
tional devices' or have been proven to be valid'
in relatives of the simplest of all divergent per-
turbation series: the ground-state energy of an
anharmonic oscillator. " Let us see how these
summability techniques respect three types of
conditions:
(i) Invariance conditions. —We have in mind
properties like crossing symmetry in amplitudes
with trivial crossing matrix or Lorentz invari-
ance. These are clearly preserved automatically
by any convergent summability method.
(ii) Linear covariances. We have in mind—
crossing symmetry in amplitudes with nontrivial
crossing matrices and Lorentz covariance for
currents or other tensorial quantities. These
are clearly preserved by linear summation pro-
cedures like Borel summability, but not autornati-
cal/y preserved by nonlinear summation process-
es like Pade summation.
(iii) Nonlinear perturbative properties, as men-
tioned above. —In general, these are not pre-
served by any summability methods although it
is known that partial-wave unitarity in the elastic
region is preserved by the diagonal Pade meth-
od." We thus see that a summability statement
alone is not, in general, enough to carry formal
computations from the power-series level to the
"summed-series" level.
The mechanism which we wish to discuss has
already been discussed in "physical situations"
by the author elsewhere""; it is implicit in the
classical work of Watson and Carleman" for for-
mal asymptotic series. We say a function f obeys
a strong asyrnPtotic condition (SAC) and has
Qa„z" as a strong asymptotic series (SAS) if and
only if (a) f is analytic in a sectorial region S of
the form (zl Iargzl&8, 0& Izl&Bj for some 6& —,'~
and some B&0 (in fieM theories, one expects that
8 can be chosen arbitrarily close to n"); and
(b) there exist constants A and v so that for all
N and z&S
~f(z) —Q a„z"
~
=Au'"(N+ l)![z ~"".
n=0
There are two critical properties of functions
obeying a SAC:
(I) Any function f zcitjt SAS uhose coefficients
axe a/l 0 is identically 0.—Equivalently, there is
at most one function with any given SAS. This is
just Carleman's theorem" or follows alternately
from the fact that f can be recovered from Qa„z"
by Borel summation.
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(II) Products of functions obeying a SAC obey a
SAC.—So do sums and so do quotients fjg if the
lowest-order term in g is nonzero. At first
sight, one might expect that products have re-
mainders growing like [(N+1)!]', not (N+1)!.
However, a simple proof shows that if f hasQa„z" as a. SAS and g has Qb„z" as a SAS, then
fg has Pc„z"as a. SAS with
As a typical element of the proof let us show that
Ic„l&Ao~Ã! for all N. Since (1) holds for f and
g, I a„ I ~A, o', "N! and I b„ I ~A,o,"N!, then .
& N! (cr, + o,)"(A, A, ),
since [ m!( N m)!-]' &(N!)'.
As a typical nonlinear summation theorem"
that follows from (I) and (II), we note the follow-
ing:
Proposition. —Suppose at some fixed energy E,
there are n & ~ open channels for a+5 scattering
given by amplitudes T,(E; Jt pj,g), "., T„(E;Jt pg,
g), where g is the coupling constant in some un-
derlying field theory and lp;) is a set of kinemat-
ic variables for channel i. Suppose in some re-
gion
&=(gl « lgl «, l»ggl &();» zv);
the Ti(E;lp, ), g) have the Feynman series for the
process a+9 -i as a SAS with the constants O, A
in (1) bounded uniformly as the lp, j vary over
their (compact) set of allowable phase space.
Then forward unitarity holds at energy E with 0(g( Q,
The proof of this proposition is trivial given (I)
and (II); for unitarity says that
ImT, i(0, g)
= Z J dP (Pi)Ti(Po g'*)*T (P& g) ~
Both sides of (2) are analytic functions obeying a
SAC [using (Ii) and the hypothetical uniform esti-
mates on o, A]. By formal unitarity' their SAS
are equal, so by (1) they are equal.
Similar arguments hold for any other nonlinear
relation. It is a difficult and open mathematical
question" as to when there is any function with a
given SAS, so we are far from using the ideas of
this Letter in constructing quantum fieMs. Nev-
ertheless, we have presented a simple mecha-
nism that could validate formal perturbation the-
ory arguments even when the series in question
diverge.
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